Notice of Intent No. DE-FOA-0002328

Notice of Intent to Issue
Federal Agency Call (FAC) No. DE-FOA-0002329


The AFFECT 2020 FAC will provide direct funding to Federal agencies for the development of projects using energy performance contracts. Submitted projects must address one or more of the Areas of Interest identified below, and utilize and present a plan for (a) replication across the agencies’ enterprises and/or (b) case study development for replication across applicable U.S. Government sites.

Using the authority provided in 42 U.S.C. §8256(b), funding under the AFFECT 2020 FAC will help federal agencies advance the energy efficiency, resilience, and security of their operations. The FAC will competitively select agency projects that leverage performance contracting to enhance federal agency goals at critical sites, as well as address the issue of aging infrastructure and deferred maintenance and repairs.

More particularly, the FAC will provide grants to Federal agencies for selected projects that satisfy the following featured requirements, address one or more of DOE’s Resilient/Efficient/Secure Areas of Interest, and meet other requirements of the FAC.

Featured Requirements:

- Leverage AFFECT grant funds by at least 10:1 by using performance contracting (ESPC, ENABLE, or UESC).
- Demonstrate the use of a performance contracting vehicle through the submission of a draft, not previously released, project Notice of Opportunity (NOO) for ESPC or ENABLE projects; or, for UESC projects, a Letter of Interest or Sources Sought RFP.
- Demonstrate potential project replicability across the agency enterprise or other government sites, as demonstrated in a Replicability Plan or Government Use Case.
- Explain how AFFECT funds will be used in carrying out the project and its potential replication; anticipated project impact; and how the funds will help advance the project’s success.

This is a Notice of Intent (NOI) only. EERE may issue a FAC as described herein, may issue a FAC that is significantly different than the FAC described herein, or EERE may not issue a FAC at all.
Resilient/Efficient/Secure Areas of Interest (these Areas of Interest are not mutually exclusive and may overlap):

- Projects addressing the Resilient Area of Interest could include, but are not limited to:
  - Battery energy storage systems
  - Thermal storage
  - Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
  - Energy Sales Agreements (ESAs, e.g., in combination with renewable generation), which involve the use of an ESPC contract to implement electricity generation for the government under private ownership of the generation source, which may permit the contractor to take advantage of available tax credits and accelerated depreciation
  - Microgrid
  - Energy-water security

- Projects addressing the Efficient Area of Interest could include, but are not limited to:
  - Infrastructure/deferred maintenance/operations and maintenance (O&M) Savings
  - 50001 Ready (DOE voluntary program leveraging international best practice energy management system)
  - Data center energy efficiency

- Projects addressing the Secure Area of Interest could include, but are not limited to:
  - Cybersecurity Control Measures for Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) that may present cybersecurity concerns (e.g., building automation systems and controls). The Cybersecurity Control Measures may take the form of actions, procedures, software, and/or hardware that lower risk and introduce defense to protect cyber environment associated with the installation of certain ECMs in the energy performance project
  - Measures to ensure the security of energy supply

EERE envisions awarding multiple financial assistance awards in the form of Grants. Total funding for this FAC is anticipated to be $11 million, and agencies may request individual awards from $200,000 to $1,000,000. DOE anticipates that the average award amount will be approximately $500,000. Agencies requesting over $500,000 and up to $1,000,000 are advised that DOE reserves the right to award only $500,000, and those agencies should indicate, in their application, what changes they would make in the proposed project if they received $500,000 rather than proposed amount above that level.

This Notice is issued so that interested parties are aware of EERE’s intention to issue this FAC in the near term. All of the information contained in this Notice is subject to change. EERE will not
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